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Description

$x_at(i) and $y_at(i) return the coordinates of a vertex.  The help in the expression dialog explains that i is the index of a point of a line,

starting at 0; negative values applying from the last index.

I wanted to get the coordinates at the end of a line, so I tried using $x_at(-0), but it returned the coordinates at the start of the line,

presumably because -0=0.  I therefore assumed it is impossible to get the coordinates at the end of the line, so I reversed all the lines in

my layer, extracted the coordinates of the start points to attribute fields, and then reversed them again.  Someone else might instead get

wrong results by trying to get coordinates of e.g. the second to last point by using -1.

I've now found that what I did was unnecessary, because the negative indices simply start at -1.  In my opinion this is unnecessarily

inconsistent (if it is not technically possible for negative indices to start at -0, then positive indices should start at 1 instead of 0).  But I

guess it is too late to change this behaviour, in which case I propose documenting it properly - see patch attached.

History

#1 - 2018-11-29 07:13 AM - Nyall Dawson

- Status changed from Open to Feedback

It's modelled off the approach Python uses -- they also use 0 based indices in the ascending direction, and -1 to refer to the last element in an array.

But the documentation improvement is very welcome. Can you file this as a PR on github so that we can merge?

#2 - 2018-11-29 11:31 AM - Alister Hood

https://github.com/qgis/QGIS/pull/8570

#3 - 2018-11-29 05:32 PM - Luigi Pirelli

- Status changed from Feedback to Closed

fixed with merge of https://github.com/qgis/QGIS/pull/8570
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